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1 [15] True or False

Please identify if these statements are either True or False.

1. Of the clustering algorithms covered in class, Gaussian Mixture Models used for clustering always outperforms
k-means and single link clustering.

2. K-means algorithm always finds the clustering (C1, . . . , CK) that minimizes the objective:

Minimize

K∑
k=1

∑
t∈Cj

‖xt − rj‖2 where rj =
1

|Cj |
∑
t∈Cj

xt is the centroid of cluster j

3. If in the ISOMAP algorithm, one changes the nearest neighbor graph to a weighted graph with edge weight
between two vertices i, j to be

Pi,j =
pi 7→j + pj 7→i

2n
where pi 7→j =

exp
(
− ‖xi−xj‖

2

2σ2

)
∑
k 6=i exp

(
− ‖xi−xk‖2

2σ2

)
then one can recover t-SNE algorithm.

4. PCA can for some dataset approximately preserve pairwise distances between all pairs of points.

5. Random Projection can always approximately preserve pairwise distances between all pairs of points.

6. Normalized Spectral clustering can only be applied to unweighted and undirected graphs

7. Since PCA computes largest K eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Σ, it requires computation time of at
least order d2
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8. CCA algorithm is always translation and rotation invariant.

9. In kernel PCA, the larger the dimensionality of feature space (i.e. dimensionality of Φ(xt)’s), the longer kernel
PCA will take to run.

10. EM algorithm can only be used for parameter estimation of mixture models.

11. Dimensionality reduction can be used to remove noise from high dimensional data.

12. Say data lies on a two dimensional circle embedded in a d-dimensional space, then performing classical PCA
and reducing d dimension to 2 dimensions does note lead to loss of information

13. Random projection guarantees that distances between all pairs of points is preserved even when data in the
higher dimension lies on a non-linear manifold.

14. Laplacian matrix of a graph is always positive semidefinite.

15. Sample covariance matrix of a set of n points in d dimensions is a d× d matrix.
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2 [20] Multiple Choice Questions

Tick the right one(s). More than one choice can be correct.

1. Consider a linear dimensionality reduction method, where we obtain low dimensional (K dimensional) projec-
tion yt of point xt in d dimensions by setting y>t = x>t W for some projection matrix W of dimension d ×K.
Further, say W were such that its columns were orthogonal to each other and have unit norm. That is, if Wk

is the k’th column of W , then Wk ⊥ Wj for any j, k and ‖Wk‖2 = 1 (Eg. PCA, CCA, . . . ). Which of the
following are true for such linear dimensionality reduction methods:

A. Any such method can always guarantee that if K << d is large enough, then all pairwise distances
between points are always approximately preserved?

B. It is possible to choose a particular W as above such that if K < d is chosen large enough, then all
pairwise distances between points are always approximately preserved?

C. It is possible to choose a particular W as above such that if K < d is chosen large enough, for some
datasets distances are always approximately preserved?

D. PCA algorithm is one example of linear projection as specified in the question that can, for some dataset
preserve all pairwise distances between points approximately.

2. Which of the following are true about the ISOMAP algorithm?

A. It tries to preserve some distances between all pairs of points

B. It tries to preserve Euclidean distances between all pairs of points

C. It tries to preserve Euclidean distances between neighboring points

D. It tries to recover the underlying low dimensional manifold on which the data (approximately) lies.

3. A regular graph is one where every node has exactly same number of neighbors. For a regular graph which of
the following are true:

A. Only for some regular graphs, normalized and unnormalized spectral embedding are equivalent.

B. Normalized and unnormalized spectral embedding are always equivalent for any regular graph.

C. Normalized and unnormalized spectral embedding are never the same for any regular graph.

D. There are non-regular graphs for which normalized and unnormalized spectral embedding yield same
results.

4. Probabilistic Modeling: A high level intuition is that Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) is same as Maxi-
mum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator when our prior over models is that all models are equally likely. Which of
the following statements are true.

A. Whenever P (θ) is the uniform probability distribution over Θ, MLE and MAP estimators are the same.

B. MLE can always be seen as MAP under the right prior distribution

C. MLE can always be seen as MAP under the right prior distribution P (θ) when Θ is a finite set

D. MLE can be seen as MAP under the right prior distribution P (θ) only when Θ is a finite set
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5. Say matrix M =

[
2 0
0 1

]
. Let R be the rotation matrix that rotates any given 2 dimensional vector counter-

clockwise by π/4 radians. That is, given a 2 dimensional vector #»z , R #»z is the same vector rotated counter

clockwise by a 45 degree angle. Now say A is the matrix defined as A = R>MR. Say #»z =

[
x
y

]
Which one of

the following in the curve given by equation #»z >A #»z ?
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3 [20] Rotation and Translation of Data

Say we take the n × d data matrix X and subtract from each row, some row vector µ to get new data matrix X ′,
that is X ′ = X − µ this X ′ is said to be a translation of data X. Similarly, if we take data matrix X and rotate
every row by applying a d × d rotation matrix R to get X ′′ = XR, then we say X ′′ is a rotation of X. Recall that
for a rotation matrix RR> = Id×d. We say that a method is translation invariant if the result of the method is
unaltered if we replace X by any translation X ′ by any µ. Similarly we say that a method is rotation invariant if
we obtain same output from the method when we replace input X by any rotation X ′′ of it.

For each of the following algorithms, write down if they are rotation invariant and translation invariant. If they
are show how/why they are rotation and/or translation invariant and if not, either via example or otherwise show
that they are not rotation and/or translation invariant

1. Single Link clustering with Euclidean metric

2. Single Link clustering with `1 distance instead of euclidean.

3. K-means clustering algorithm

The `1 distance between two d dimensional vectors is x, y is given by Dist(x, y) =
∑d
i=1 |x[i]− y[i]|
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4 [20] Which Clustering Algorithm

For each of the following clustering of (2 dimensional) points into two clusters (i.e all run with K = 2) (given by
red points for cluster 1 and blue color for cluster two), write down which amongst: k-means, single link clustering,
gaussian mixture models or none of the three could have led to the cluster assignments shown. (more than one answer
could be right, put down all the possible ones, ).
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5 [20] The RBF Kernel?

Lets consider points in one dimension. The Radial Basis Functions (RBF) kernel with parameter σ is given by the
kernel function

k(x, y) = exp

(
− (x− y)2

2σ2

)
show that this is indeed a valid kernel function. Specifically do this by writing down feature mapping Φ(x) into some
high dimensional vector space and show that for any real numbers x, y,

k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉

Hint: the only thing you will need is the expansion of the exponential which you can recall is given by: ea =

1 + a+ a2

2!
+ a3

3!
+ . . . for any real number a.
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6 [20] EM Algorithm

A casino has K regular gamblers. On each day t, one of the K gamblers comes in and plays mt rounds of blackjack
game for that day and wins wt of those mt rounds. The casino agrees to share with you just the data of how many
rounds of black jack were played on each day and how many of those rounds were won by the gambler and the fact
that there are K gamblers playing the game. You however don’t know which of the K gamblers played on which
day. You decide to use probabilistic model, especially mixture model to model this data. Specifically, for each player
k, you model the probability that she wins on any given round by the parameter pk between 0 and 1. That is, if
gambler k plays a round, the probability that she wins the round is pk. Hence, on day t, if the k’th gambler had
played mt rounds, then the probability that she won wt of those mt rounds is given by the binomial distribution by(
mt
wt

)
pwt
k (1− pk)mt−wt . Now with this model, you shall use a mixture of K binomials with parameters p1, . . . , pK to

model the data for n days given by (m1, w1), . . . , (mn, wn). That is, the generative story is that on day t, we first
pick one gambler out of the K at random according to the distribution π as ct ∼ π. Next, the gambler for day t
plays mt rounds and given the gambler is ct, the number of wins wt out of the mt rounds is given by the binomial
distribution,

(
mt
wt

)
pwt
ct (1− pct)mt−wt .

Derive the EM algorithm for this problem. Specifically:

1. Write down the E-step update for Q’s. That is write down what Q
(i)
t [k] is for any given iteration i (in terms

of parameters from previous iteration).

2. For any, mixture modes, as we showed in class, the M-step for π on iteration i is given by π(i)[k] =
∑n

t=1 Q
(i)
t [k]

n
.

Derive the M-step update for p
(i)
1 , . . . , p

(i)
K the K model parameters on iteration i, in terms of data and Q

(i)
t ’s.

First write down the maximization problem for the M-step and then solve for p
(i)
1 , . . . , p

(i)
K showing that they

are the maxima for the optimization problem.
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Question Points Scored Max Points

True/False 15

Multiple Choice 10

Rotation and Translation 20

Choose Clustering Algo. 20

RBF kernel 20

EM for mixture Model 20

TOTAL 105

How did it go? Anything you want to share with us (exam related or not)?
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